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Cat # Artist Title (Pattern) Cat Label # Country Year COL 669257 2, 6692572000 Butterfly Crazy City (CD, Maxi) sell this crazy city butterfly nose version (2xFile, FLAC) 38-79570 Butterfly Crazy City (7) sell this version SAMPCS 9754 Butterfly Crazy City (CD, Single, Promo) sell this butterfly version though Butterfly Crazy City (CDr, Single, Promo) sell this version to Nope. Tap a
question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts. Other songs that tasted the beautiful little dit of The Red Hot Chili Peppers: Butterfly by Crazy Town (1999) Reflexo of ConeCrewDiretoria (2014) Dion. I couldn't believe it. Come on, ma'am, it can extend even when it's on the roof terrace, ma'am. Be the first to comment on this sample! Cookies help us provide our services.
Rights © 2020 WhoSampled.com Ltd. Crazy Town Butterfly sampled a pretty little Red Hot Packers song. Contains a sample from quite a small red hot chili peppers. The band's first two singles were unponsed, and the band was on the verge of retirement after eight months of stressful, unseen performances. Pretty cool. Community for RHCP fans share music videos, personal
stories, photos, documentaries, Frusciante solo material, ataxia, hacker dot, or any other collaborations. Report incorrect information or missing video, Kanye West feat. Buy CD, Rights Company: SACEM SACD SDRM SGDL BIEM, Matrix/Runout (version 1): S6692571000-0101 11 A3, Mastering SID Code (version 1): IFPI L551, Matrix/Runout (version 2): S6692571000-01001 11
A7, Mastering Code SID (version 2): IFPI L551, Matrix/Runout (version 3): S6692571000-0101 11 A4, Mastering SID Code (version 3): IFPI L551, Matrix/Runout (version 4): S6692571000-01001 11 A6, Matrix/Runout (version 4, inner ring): *, Mastering SID code (version 4): IFPI L551. Report incorrect information or missing video, Trailor Part II (Houghton State of Mind), Justin
Timberlake feat. Posted by 3 years ago. I don't know what to tell you. Song 2 Hoover at NRG Studios in North Hollywood, California Butterfly. Listen to both songs on WhoSampled, the ultimate database of sampled music, cover songs and remixes. All rights reserved to Crazy Town belong to ASCAP, which awarded them an award, but because it exemplates a Red Hot Chili
Peppers song, and they're represented by rival company BMI, this organization has also honored that. In 2002, it was honored by two different music publishing organizations. Jay-Z and Kanye West's Negroes in Paris A sample of the Rev. W.A. Bad Bunny and J Balvin's I Like It Sample by Pete Rodriguez I like it that way (A Mi Me Gusta Asi), Jocelyn Flores of Potso's
XXXTENTACION I close my eyes. All rights reserved song begins: sexy, beautiful little song. You must be logged in to respond. You can't post new comments and you can't cast votes, more posts from the RedHotChiliPeppers community, continue browsing Please register or register. Because it wasn't just the guitar riff that was sampled. They tease it with words. Ed Sheeran's
You're A Sample of TLC's No Scrubs, Verve's bitter sweet symphony sample of the last time of the Andrew Oldham Orchestra, Ariana Grande's fake smile sample of Wendy Renee after laughter (coming to tears), Nea's some say sample of blue Eiffel 65 (De Ba Dee) (DJ Fonte Ice Pop Mix), Justin Timberlake feat. Rights © 2020 WhoSampled.com Ltd. Listen to both songs on
WhoSampled, the ultimate database of sampled music, cover songs and remixes. The drug interpretation is too strong in this, not just in posibalism. Earlier I knew it was about some nice cows – a butterfly refers to a prostitute. You must be logged in to respond. They never really made something of a commercial success after that song. Did they even unleash commercial success
like Butterfly? And I'm sailing... Press J to jump to the feed. Nicki Minaj's Swish Swish. @tonymusad: Did you sound the same, maybe it was layering with their drums? They cleared the sample as a way to stay true to their hip-hop roots and honor a big band. Rihanna and Swayce Beach are famous, Cardi B feat. Maybe you will, too. Donaldson's christening scene, Lucid Dreams
of Joss WRLD (Forget Me) Sting's sample of the shape of my heart, Kanye West feat. It wasn't Rickrock's Me, Black Eyed Peas and RITMO (Bad Boys for Life) by The Rhythm of the Night of the Corona, a love-again sample of Lou Stone's Dua Lafa and the Monsignor Feat Band. The route also reached the top 10 in 10 other countries. I'll make your legs shake, you'll make me go
crazy, my lifestyle is wild, I've lived like a wild child, according to billboard book of number one hits, Crazy Town's third single written by Seth Rubbing a fool at Netzer after his girlfriend heard the male chavinist..., actors (just love you when they play). The awards indicate that it got a lot of broadcasting on radio and MTVIE. But after Butterfly appeared in the film Save Silverman
and in the ER episode, the song began to move to Top 40 radio. Listen to both songs on WhoSampled, the ultimate database of sampled music, cover songs and remixes. I actually heard Butterfly long before pretty Little Ditty, so there was always a weird introduction every time I heard pretty little Dit that I just couldn't place. Pretty Little Dit by Red Hot Chili Peppers (1989) The
Great Butcher by Billy Skyr (1980) ... Nicki Minaj's swish swish sample of Roland Clarke I get deep. Pretty Small Ditty by Red Hot Chili Peppers - Discover the samples of this song, covers and remixes on WhoSampled report incorrect information or missing video, dr. Achievement. Please register or register. Nicki Minaj's swish swish sample of Roland Clarke I get deep. Report
incorrect information or missing video, Trior Part II (Houghton state of mind), Anval AA, Daddy Yankee and Karol G . Please register or register. They pretty much died like Peltz in the wind after that song, their album after was pretty much a bust, and then the band broke up for a few years. They made another band famous. I haven't heard of any other song of the same apartment
than that. . Keep the funk alive. Gift of the game Colombia 1999. You must be logged in to respond. Please register or register. Master's degree in Precision Mastering( Hollywood, California). Level 2. Billy Skyer's Big Beat (1980) Vocals/Rock/Pop Lyrics. It's a New Day by Skull Snaps (1973) Soul Drums/Funk/Disco. Jay-Z's suit and tie. When I heard Di Little Dutti for the first time
and it got to some I sat there in shock for a few minutes. I've always wondered how these guys managed to negotiate successfully using a Red Hot Chili Peppers swatch throughout their terrible song. Shouldn't it be labeled as a sample of the whole route? China's Jay Balvin and Ozuna, Black Eyed Peas and Jay Balvin's RITMO (Bad Boys for Life), Katy Perry feat. Rihanna and
Swayce Beach's famous specimen of Sister Nancy Bam Bam, Operation Cardi B. By using our Services or clicking I agree, you agree to our use of cookies. Musically, the song was based on a sample of The Red Hot Chili Peppers song Pretty Little Ditty. You must be logged in to respond. It's just me or they're also using drums from skull lifescars this new day, Anval AA, Daddy
Yankee and Karol G Feat. Contains a sample from quite a small red hot chili peppers. Girl, it's you and I love Sid and Nancy. Basically anything to do with chili; Past, present and future. I don't know, this break rate is new to me. ... For me that means nine seconds of Red Hot Chili Peppers tune is more than enough to make a successful song. To My Woman's Bowling, Lady
Gaga's poker face sample of Bonnie M. Ma Baker, Katy Perry feat. All rights reserved musically, the song was based on a sample of The Red Hot Chili Peppers song Pretty Little Ditty. Unfortunately, Crazy Town didn't do another American hit, giving them the label of one wonder hit there. Pretty Small Song by Red Hot Chili Peppers (1989) Multiple Rock/Pop Elements. I actually
heard Butterfly long before pretty Little Ditty, so there was always a weird introduction every time I heard pretty little Dit that I just couldn't place. For me, that means nine seconds of Red Hot Chili Peppers is more than... To make a good song. Rights © 2020 WhoSampled.com Ltd. Crazy City Butterfly sampled this new day of Skull Snaps. According to the Billboard book of number
one hits, Crazy Town's third single was written by a cunning seth to market at Netzer after his girlfriend heard the male chauvinist songs the band was working on at the time like on a stick and a question, is that how you are? It inspired him to write something sweet and nice for the girl I was interested in. Her personal butterfly collection inspired the lyrics of the chorus. Larry Little
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